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erations o urs qui kly or not at all. These regions are separated by a transition alled \waterfall". In [15℄, [16℄, the
turbo de oder was modeled as a high-dimensional nonlinear dynami system. By hara terizing the xed points of
the system, the mentioned SNR regions ould be explained
and determined. Another approa h was to investigate the
probability density fun tions (PDFs) of the ommuni ated
information between the de oders. Based on the evolution of these PDFs, thresholds on the onvergen e of the
iterative de oding algorithm for low density parity he k
(LDPC) odes have been obtained [17℄. A simpli ed approa h assumes that the onsidered PDFs are from a single
parameter Gaussian family, an idea, whi h has been applied to study quite su essfully the de oding performan e
of LDPC odes [18℄, turbo odes [19℄, [14℄, [20℄, turbo BiCM
[7℄, and turbo equalization [6℄. A similar analysis tool based
I. Introdu tion
on the observation of a single parameter was used in [11℄,
Today, there exist error orre tion odes (ECCs) for [21℄.
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en e (ISI) hannel [4℄, [5℄, [6℄, bit{interleaved oded moduThe paper is organized as follows. In Se tion II, we de ne
lation (BiCM) [7℄, trellis oded modulation (TCM) [8℄, [9℄,
three
data transmission systems used for the omparison.
or oded ode-division multiple-a ess (CDMA) [10℄, [11℄.
In
Se
tion III, we introdu e six measures for predi ting
The re eiver of one of the rst three systems is said to
the
de
oding onvergen e, whose onvergen e predi tion
perform turbo equalization, turbo TCM, or turbo BiCM,
apability
is investigated in Se tion IV. From the results
respe tively.
obtained
there
we draw some on lusions in Se tion V.
A large body of resear h has been undertaken to provide tools for hoosing design parameters for turbo odes
and suitable odes have been found, e.g., in [12℄, [13℄, [14℄. II. A generalized serially on atenated system
A long time open problem was to understand the onverFigure 1 depi ts three serially on atenated systems ongen e behavior of the iterative de oding algorithm. A ma- sisting of two omponent odes separated by an interleaver,
jor question was to explain the regions in signal-to-noise whi h all transmit data over an AWGN hannel. The onratio (SNR), where performan e improvement over the it- atenation of two en oders for a onvolutional ECC, one

Abstra t |We study the onvergen e behavior of turbo deoding, turbo equalization, and turbo bit-interleaved oded
modulation in a uni ed framework, whi h is to regard all
three prin iples as instan es of iterative de oding of two serially on atenated odes. There is a olle tion of measures
in the re ent literature, whi h tra e the onvergen e of iterative de oding algorithms based on a single parameter. This
parameter is assumed to ompletely des ribe the behavior
of the soft-in soft-out de oders being part of the iterative
algorithm. The measures observe di erent parameters and
were originally applied to di erent types of de oders. In
this paper, we show how six of those measures are related
to ea h other and we ompare their onvergen e predi tion
apability for the de oding prin iples mentioned above. We
observed that two measures predi t the onvergen e very
well for all regarded de oding prin iples and others su er
from systemati predi tion errors independent of the deoding prin iple.
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Fig. 1. A generalized serially on atenated system.

en oder for a onvolutional ECC and an ISI hannel, or
one en oder for a onvolutional ECC and a signal mapper
is onsidered and the re eiver performs iterative de oding,
iterative equalization and de oding, or iterative demapping
and de oding, respe tively. We refer to these systems as
turbo ode system, turbo equalization system, and turbo
BiCM system.
For all systems, the (binary) data is en oded blo kwise
with the (binary) onvolutional \outer" en oder I to NI
ode bits n 2B , B = f0; 1g, n = 1; 2; :::; NI. The interleaver
permutes these bits to xn , n = 1; :::; NI . The deinterleaver
reverses the interleaver permutation.
For the turbo ode system, the xn are en oded with the
(binary) onvolutional \inner" en oder II to NII ode symbols yn 2 B~, B~ = f+1; 1g, n = 1; 2; :::; NII, whi h are transmitted over an AWGN hannel. The PDF of the noise
samples wn is given by fw (w)= 0;w2 (w),
2
2 p
;2 (w) = e (w ) =(2 ) = 2 2 ; w;  2 R;  2

2R

+

;

i.e., the noise varian e is w2 . Re eived is zn = yn + wn .
For the turbo equalization system, the xn are mapped to
the signal alphabet B~ and transmitted
an ISI hannel
P 1 hover
with impulse response h[n℄ = M
Æ
[
n
k ℄, hk 2 R,
k=0 k
assumed to bePknown to the re eiver. Re eived are the
1
symbols zn =( M
k=0 hk xn k )+ wn . For turbo equalization
using higher order signal onstellations see e.g. [22℄.
For the turbo BiCM system, the xn are mapped to symbols yn 2 C from a Q-ary signal alphabet. Re eived is
zn = yn+wn , wn 2 C , where the real and the imaginary part
of wn are distributed with 0;w2 (w).
In the re eiver, we assume that symbol-based maximum
a-posteriori probability (MAP) de oding algorithms, e.g.
the \BCJR" algorithm [23℄, are used. The de oder II
pro esses the re eived symbols zn and outputs the loglikelihood ratio (LLR)
LII (xn ) = ln

P (xn =0 j z1 ; z2 ;    ; zNII )
P (xn =1 j z1 ; z2 ;    ; zNII )

ln

P (xn =0)
;
P (xn =1)

whi h is the a-posteriori LLR minus the a-priori LLR
L(xn ) = ln (P (xn = 0)=P (xn = 1)). We refer to [2℄, [3℄,
[24℄ for turbo odes, [4℄, [5℄, [6℄ for turbo equalization, and
[7℄ for turbo BiCM for more information on how to obtain

or approximate LII (xn ). After deinterleaving, LII (xn ) is
onsidered a-priori LLR L( n ) = ln (P ( n = 0)=P ( n = 1))
for the de oder I, whi h outputs
LI ( n ) = ln

P ( n =0 j L( 1 );    ; L( NI ))
P ( n =1 j L( 1 );    ; L( NI ))

ln

P ( n =0)
;
P ( n =1)

and estimates of the transmitted data. The LLR LI ( n ) is
often alled extrinsi information in the literature [3℄. Applying the turbo prin iple, the LLRs LI ( n ) are interleaved
and regarded as a-priori LLR L(xn ) for de oder I. After
an initial de oding step, where L(xn ) = 0, for all xn , is assumed, the re eiver iterates between de oder I and II until
a termination riterion stops the iterative pro ess.
III. Measures of the transfer

hara teristi s

A. De nition
The two de oders an be modeled as devi es mapping a
sequen e of LLRs Lin to a new sequen e of LLRs Lout ,
where de oder I maps L( n ) to LI ( n ) and de oder II
maps L(xn ) to LII (xn ). The sequen e of random variables
(r.v.'s) Lin is assumed to be independent and identi ally
distributed (i.i.d.) a ording to a single parameter PDF
fin (ljX = x~) onditioned on the value x~ 2 B~ of the r.v. X
representing n (de oder I) or xn (de oder II), respe tively:
fin (l j X = x~) = 2~x

(l);

in ;4 in

(1)

where we use the following orresponden e between the alphabets B and B~:

(

+1;
~n =
1;

n =0;

n =1;

(

x~n =

+1; xn =0;
1; xn =1:

We denote fin (ljX = x~) brie y as fin (l j x~). The statisti s
2
in = E (Lin jX = +1) (mean) and in
= V ar(Lin jX = +1)
(varian e) of Lin reveal that in is hosen to be the \signalto-noise ratio" (SNR)

2
2in =in
= (2 in )2 =(4 in ) = in

(2)

of the LLRs Lin . The PDF fin (l j x~) is motivated by the
fa t that the LLR
2
L(z jy ) = ln (p(z jy =+1)=p(z jy = 1)) = 2=w
z

(3)

omputed from the output z of an AWGN hannel with
noise varian e w2 and input y 2 B~ has a distribution of
type (1). The SNR of L(z jy ) is equal to 1=w2 .
The ru ial observation is that the PDF fout (ljX = x~),
denoted as fout (ljx~), of the output LLRs Lout is reasonably well approximated by a PDF of type (1) for a se ond
parameter out . Sin e an output LLR is input LLR to the
following de oder, the PDF of the LLRs ommuni ated between the de oders retains to be of type (1) and, thus, the
iterative pro ess is ompletely des ribed by the evolution of
the parameter out . Another assumption is that the input
LLRs L(xn ) and L( n ) are i.i.d. samples of the r.v. Lin ,
whi h is plausible in the re eiver for large interleaver blo k
lengths, at least for several iterations. With these ndings
it is possible to des ribe both de oders with transfer fun tions mapping a single real-valued input to a single realvalued output parameter. These fun tions are obtained by
generating a-priori LLRs L(xn ) or L( n ), respe tively, a ording to the PDF fin (ljx~) for some in and presenting
them to ea h de oder separately. After de oding, the PDF
fout (ljx~) is estimated using a suÆ ient number of output
LLRs LI ( n ) or LII (xn ) onditioned on n or xn , respe tively. We do not attempt an analysis of fout (ljx~) or even
out , whi h is rather hallenging and furthermore di erent
for ea h system introdu ed here due to the di erent system
omponents involved.
There are several measures to extra ting and displaying
information from fout (ljx~) in the literature [20℄, [19℄, [14℄,
[25℄, [11℄, whi h are di erently related to out . Six measures
are presented in the following.
M1: In [20℄, the average mean
out =

X

x~2B~

P (X = x~) 

Z1

1

 N1I

XNI

n=1

~n  LI ( n ):

= 2out =(2out ) = out =2;

whi h follows from (2).
M2: In [14℄, the average varian e
2
out
=

1
2

XZ 1

x~2B~

1

 N1I

XNI

n=1

(4)

LI ( n )2

2out ;

where out is omputed as in (4). Sin e fout (ljx~) is assumed
to be of type (1), the output SNR out is given by
out

2
2
2
= (out
=2)2 =out
= out
=4;

i.e., the mean whi h follows from (2) is used instead of out
to ompute out .
M3: In [19℄, the error probability
Pb =

1
2

XZ

0

1

x~2B

~

x~  fout (ljx~) d l

of a wrong de ision sign(LI ( n )) 6= ~n or sign(LI (xn )) 6= x~n ,
respe tively, is omputed. Estimating fout (ljx~) using, e.g.,
NI LLRs LI ( n ) yields that
Pb

 N1I

XNI

n=1

1=2  (1

~n  sign(LI ( n ))) :

p

From (1) and R(2) follows that Pb = Q(in =in ) = Q(
where Q(x)= x1 0;1 (l) d l, and that the output SNR
is given by

2out )  fout (ljx~) d l;

out

M4: In [14℄, the mutual information
Z1
1X
I (X ; Lout ) =

2

1

x~2B

~

fout (ljx~) 

2 fout (ljx~)
fout (lj +1)+ fout(lj

1)

d l; (5)

between the r.v. X and Lout is omputed without imposing
assumption (1) on fout (ljx~). The integral above is evaluated by numeri al integration using a histogram of, e.g.,
NI LLRs LI ( n ), to estimate fout (ljx~).
M5: In [25℄, the delity
1
out =
2

XZ 1

1

x~2B~

x~  tanh(l=2)  fout (ljx~) d l;

is omputed. Estimating fout (ljx~) using, e.g., NI LLRs
LI ( n ) from de oder I yields that
out

 N1I

XNI

n=1

~n  tanh(LI ( n )=2)):

(6)

This measure is omputed from the orrelation between a
symbol ~n or x~n and its soft estimate EL (~n ) or EL (~xn ),
respe tively, given the output LLR LI ( n ) or LII (xn ). For
example, the soft estimate EL (~n ) of ~n is given by
EL (~n ) =

X

2B~

~  P (~n = ~jLI ( n ))

~

x~  (l2

in ),

= Q 1 (Pb )2 :

out

log2

Similarly, using NII LLRs LII (xn ) from de oder II, out
P II x~ L (x ). Sin e f (ljx~) is
is approximated by N1II N
out
n=1 n II n
assumed to be of type (1), the varian e at the output is
a fun tion of out and need not be omputed. Thus, the
output SNR out is given by
out

2
out

x~  l  fout (ljx~) d l

from the two output PDFs fout (ljx~) is omputed, whi h is
the average of the mean of the output LLRs onditioned
on n or xn , respe tively. Assuming that the n or xn
are equally likely 0 or 1 yields that P (X = +1) = P (X =
1)=1=2. Estimating fout (ljx~) using NI LLRs LI ( n ) from
de oder I yields that
out

i.e., the varian e of the output LLRs, is omputed as a
derivation of the measure M1. Estimating fout (ljx) using,
e.g., NI LLRs LI ( n ) from de oder I yields that

=

eLI ( n )
1+ eLI( n )

1

1+ eLI(

n)

= tanh(LI ( n )=2)

and the measure out is the expe tation E (~n  EL (~n )) with
respe t to LLRs LI ( n ) distributed with fout (ljx~). The delity measure is similar to the measure used in [11℄, [21℄,
where the varian e V ar(~n EL (~n )) is observed. A negative out results if the number of wrong de isions, e.g.,
sign(LI ( n )) 6= ~n , outweighs the number of orre t de isions. This orresponds to a error probability Pb larger
than 1=2. The delity out is thus restri ted to the range
[0; 1℄, where out = 0 orresponds to a maximally unreliable estimate (LI ( n ) = 0) and out = 1 to a maximally
reliable estimate (jLI ( n )j ! 1). We note that negative
out might o ur if it is approximated using (6), whi h is
due to numeri al ina ura ies or an insuÆ ient amount of
data.
M6: The measures M1-M5 are based on the onditional
PDFs fout (ljx~), whi h requires the knowledge of n or xn ,
respe tively. This disquali es their appli ation in a reeiver. However, using onvergen e predi tion ould be
advantageous, e.g., to sele t suitable de oding algorithms
depending on the urrent state of the iterative pro ess [6℄.
Assuming that the n and xn are equally likely 0 or 1, an
approa h using the PDF fout (l)=(fout (lj+1)+fout(lj 1))=2
would not require these symbols. We introdu e a measure
M6 related to M2, whi h omputes the se ond moment
out =

Z1

1

l2  fout (l) d l

of fout (l) to obtain the parameter out . Estimating fout (l)
using, e.g., NI LLRs LI ( n ) yields that
out

 N1I

XNI

n=1

LI ( n )2 :

Sin e fout (ljx~) is assumed to be of type (1), the output
LLRs an be thought of being generated from the output
of an AWGN hannel with noise varian e 1= out using the
equivalen e (3). An approa h to estimate this varian e
from a sequen e of LLRs without requiring the transmitted (binary) data is available in [26℄, where the estimate
was used in a stopping riterion
p for the iterative pro ess.
The estimation formula (2+2 1+ out)=out is used here to
estimate the inverse of this varian e, the output SNR out :

and Lin distributed with fin (ljx~), whi h is a fun tion of
in only:
1
G1 ( in ) =
2

XZ 1

x~2B

~

1

2~x

log2

in ;4 in

2

(l) 

2 2~x in ;4
in ;4 in (l )+ 

in

(l)

2 in ;4 in

(l)

d l;

Using G1 ( in ), a transfer fun tion from I (X ; Lin ) 2 [0; 1℄ to
I (X ; Lout ) 2 [0; 1℄ is de ned, where in = G1 1 (I (X ; Lin )).
For measure M5, an input delity in = G2 ( in ), the orrelation of estimates obtained from LLRs distributed with
fin (ljx~) with its asso iated symbol, is de ned:
1
G2 ( in )=
2

XZ 1

x~2B~

1

x~  tanh(l=2)  2~x

in ;4 in

(l) d l:

Using G2 ( in ), a transfer fun tion from in 2 [0; 1℄ to out 2
[0; 1℄ is de ned, where in = G2 1 (in ).
In order to ompare the six measures, an identi al domain and range is desired. Rather than R+ for the measures M1-M3 and M6, we propose to use the interval [0; 1℄,
sin e here we are able to observe the state of onvergen e where the de oders de ode error-free orresponding
to out !1 (M1-M3, M6) and out = I (X ; Lout ) = 1 (M4,
M5). For the measures M1-M3 and M6 we thus de ne a
transfer fun tion from G1 ( in ) 2 [0; 1℄ to G1 ( out ) 2 [0; 1℄
using the mapping G1 ().
In the sequel, we will spe ify two transfer fun tions out =
Tk (in ), k 2fI; IIg, with input in 2 [0; 1℄ and output out 2
[0; 1℄ for de oder I (k = I) and II (k = II) to predi t the
onvergen e of iterative algorithms. The transfer fun tion
Tk (in ) is obtained by in = G 1 (in ), in ! out , and
out = G1 1 ( out ) using the measures M1-M3 and M6, by
1
in = G1 (in ), in ! I (X ; Lout ), and out = I (X ; Lout )
using measure M4, and by in = G2 1 (in ), in ! out , and
out = out using measure M5.
IV. Comparison of

onvergen e predi tions

We omputed TI (in ) and TII (in ) for the three on atenated systems introdu ed in Se tion II. All systems use a
rate R =1=2, memory 4 outer onvolutional ode (en oder
p
p
out = out =(2 + 2 1 + out ) = ( 1 + out 1)=2:
I) with the generator G(D)=[1+D +D4 1+D2 +D3 +D4 ℄.
The interleaver permutation was obtained randomly.
B. Implementation
The turbo ode system uses a rate 1, memory 1, re ursive
Repeating the measurements explained above for several inner onvolutional ode (en oder II) with the generator
input SNRs in 2 R+ yields a transfer fun tion in ! out , 1=(1+ D). The interleaver size is NI = NII = 200000. The
+
~
out 2 R , (M1-M3, M6), in ! I (X ; Lout ), I (X ; Lout ) 2 yn 2 B are transmitted over an AWGN hannel at 1:4 dB
[0; 1℄, (M4) or in ! out , out 2 [0; 1℄, (M5) for ea h de- Eb =N0 given by Es =(2Rw2 )=1=w2 .
For the turbo equalization system, the xn mapped to B~
oder. To study the onvergen e behavior based on the
traje tory of the iterative algorithm, i.e., the sequen e of are transmitted over a length 5 ISI hannel with impulse
the onsidered parameter observed after ea h de oding task response h[n℄ = 0:227 Æ [n℄ + 0:46 Æ [n 1℄ + 0:688 Æ [n 2℄ +
(two per iteration), transfer fun tions with identi al do- 0:46 Æ [n 3℄ + 0:227 Æ [n 4℄ at 5 dB Eb =N0 de ned by 1=w2 .
main and range are required, sin e the output parameter The interleaver size is NI = NII =65536.
of one de oder be omes the input parameter for the followFor the turbo BiCM system, the xn are mapped to syming de oder. This is solved for measure M4 by de ning the bols yn from the 8-ASK alphabet f 7; 5; 3; :::; +5; +7g
mutual information I (X ; Lin )= G( in ) between the r.v. X using an anti-Gray mapping, i.e., the 8 amplitude levels

orrespond to f000; 111; 001; 110; 010; 101; 011; 100g The
interleaver size is NI = 3NII = 200004. The yn are transmitted over an AWGN hannel at 8:5 dB Eb =N0 de ned by
2=8  (12 +32 +52 +72 )=(2Rw2 )=21=w2 .
The transfer fun tion TI (in ) of the outer ode was obtained by de oding 107 a-priori LLRs L( n ) per in and
omputing out from the output LLRs LI ( n ). The transfer
fun tion TII (in ) of the inner ode was obtained by en oding and transmitting 107 symbols xn per in . The re eived
zn and 107 a-priori LLRs L(xn ) were de oded to spe ify
out using the output LLRs LII (xn ). The n and xn were
equally likely 0 and 1.
To obtain system traje tories of the real systems,
out (j; k ) was omputed from the output LLRs LI ( n )
(k =I) or LII (xn ) (k =II), respe tively, available during the
iterative pro ess after the j th, j =0; 1; :::, iteration. For all
measures ex ept M6 the transmitted symbols are required
to ompute out (j; k ) for the system traje tory, whi h is
the sequen e fout (0; II); out (0; I); out (1; II); out (1; I); :::g.
Sin e LII (xn ) is input to de oder I and LI ( n ) is input to
de oder II (next iteration), we have in (j; I) = out (j; II)
and in (j+1; II)= out (j; I). Initially, no information about
the transmitted symbols is available, i.e., in (0; II) = 0
for all measures. A measure is a urate when the real
transfer hara teristi in (j; k ) ! out (j; k ), k 2 fI; IIg, is
well predi ted by the transfer fun tion Tk (in (j; k )), i.e.
out (j; k ) Tk (in (j; k )) is small for all j .
Figures 2, 3, 4, show the transfer fun tions Tk (in ),
k 2fI; IIg, and the system traje tory for the turbo ode, the
turbo equalization, and the turbo BiCM system. The mutual information measure M4 and the delity measure M5
are most a urate in all systems followed by the error rate
measure M3. The latter tends to be too pessimisti , sin e
the system traje tory is outside the predi ted range. Convergen e to low BERs (in (j; k ) approa hing 1) might still
be possible even though the transfer fun tions predi t that
no su h traje tory exists. The measures M1, M2, and M6
are least a urate and tend to be too optimisti , sin e the
system traje tory is inside the predi ted range. We think
that this ina ura y originates from the Gaussian assumption (1), whi h is applied at the input and the output of
a SISO de oder. Indeed, the onvergen e predi tion is by
far least a urate for the MAP equalizer in Figure 3 and
the demapper in Figure 4, whi h both violate (1). Still,
these measures provide useful results for turbo odes and
for turbo equalization using linear equalizers [6℄, where (1)
approximately holds.
We note that all measures apply (1) at the input of the
SISO de oder but only the measures M1-M3 and M6 at the
output. Given the a urate results for the measures M4
and M5, it seems that a SISO de oder, on e ex ited with
LLRs orresponding to some I (X ; Lin ) or in , outputs the
same I (X ; Lout ) or out , respe tively, regardless (to some
extent) of the a tual distribution of Lin . This was observed
for measure M4 in [14℄. This view also explains the less
a urate predi tion performan e of the measures M1, M2,
and M6, where we rst for e the distribution of the output
LLRs to be of type (1) and map the parameter out of this

distribution to the mutual information G1 1 ( out ).
Another aspe t for omparison is the omputational burden to ompute the measures. The measures M1, M2, and
M6 are obtained easily but they might su er from lipped
LLRs, e.g., in xed-point arithmeti . The measures M3,
M4, and M5 are robust regarding lipping, sin e output
LLRs with small magnitude have the strongest in uen e
on the result of the measurement. The measure M5 shows
a good trade-o between a ura y and omputational burden. The measure M4 provides additional insight aside
onvergen e predi tion, e.g., about the a hievable information rates using a parti ular system [27℄. The measure M6
is the only one, whi h an be applied in a re eiver.
V. Con lusions

The omparison shows that all introdu ed measures help
to understand the behavior of iterative algorithms and help
to sele t system parameters to optimize the overall performan e despite the apparent assumptions. The aid of a visualized iterative pro ess to its understanding and the still
a hieved a ura y led to their appearan e in the literature.
We showed that two measures are fairly a urate for a series of di erent de oding algorithms, the delity measure
and the mutual information measure, with the latter one
representing a ommon quantity in ommuni ation theory.
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